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a b s t r a c t
Transition from elongated bubbles to annular ﬂow regime is one of the most intricate phenomena in
ﬂow boiling in microchannels. To identify this transition, ﬂow regime maps have been introduced primarily based on visualizations and characterized using average ﬂow properties. However, understanding
the mechanism responsible for this transition demands accurate determination of the hydrodynamic characteristics of liquid ﬁlms around the vapor core. But, the challenges associated with measurements of the
thickness and velocity of the liquid ﬁlms have made it diﬃcult to determine the ﬂow hydrodynamics.
Here, we utilize a measurement technique to determine the liquid ﬁlm thickness along with velocities
of the two phases. These measurements have enabled accurate calculation of the cross-sectional void
fraction, vapor quality, interfacial shear stress and superﬁcial velocities, which form the coordinates of
the existing ﬂow regime maps. The results show that upon transition to the annular ﬂow regime, a remarkable increase in the liquid ﬁlm thickness occurs due to a substantial increase in the liquid-vapor
interfacial shear stress. This shear stress, which is a function of the liquid ﬁlm thickness, vapor velocity, and channel aspect ratio, is introduced as a criterion for transition from elongated bubbles (EB) to
wavy-annular (WA) ﬂow regime.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Bubble ebullition during ﬂow boiling in microchannels is often
characterized by nucleation followed by evolution and occupation
of most of the channel cross-section [1]. This process leaves behind
a thin liquid ﬁlm trapped between the bubble and the microchannel walls. Depending on the input heat and mass ﬂux, the conﬁned
vapor bubbles may become elongated and coalesce into large vapor slugs or other complex ﬂow regimes might ensue. These ﬂow
regimes dictate thermal performance of microchannel heat sinks
hence their characterization is paramount to development of predictive two-phase ﬂow boiling models. Prior studies [2,3,12–17,4–
11] have identiﬁed ﬂow regimes solely based on visualizations and
broadly categorized as bubbly, slug (i.e. elongated bubbles), coalescing bubbles, semi-annular, and annular ﬂow regimes [3,18].
However, complexity of the ﬂow ﬁeld, has encouraged additional
differentiation of the ﬂow regimes, particularly at high velocities.
For example, Coleman and Garimella [19] differentiated the annular ﬂow regime into annular mist, annular ring, wave ring, wave
packet, and annular ﬁlm. Thome et al. [20] suggested bubbly, dispersed bubbles, bubbly/slug, slug, annular, and mist ﬂow as promi∗
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nent ﬂow regimes in microchannels. In high ﬂux heat sinks, which
are of great interest in thermal management of emerging electronics and power technologies, use of smaller microchannels (i.e. a
high degree of conﬁnement) and pursuit of high vapor qualities
often result in the elongated bubbles and annular ﬂow regimes
[2,9,21–23]. Hence, enhancing the physical insight on the transition
between these two regimes is key to proper design and improvement of high ﬂux heat sinks.
Flow regime maps and transition criteria are introduced primarily in terms of vapor and liquid superﬁcial velocities [3,5,6,8,12]
or mass ﬂux and vapor quality [4,9,10,13–16]. These characterization approaches have resulted in inconsistencies or even contradictions in identifying the transition. For example, some studies [5–
7,9,24] have reported that by reducing the channel hydraulic diameter transition to the annular ﬂow regime occurs at a higher vapor
quality (or a higher superﬁcial vapor velocity), while other studies
[8,10] have suggested the opposite. Ong and Thome [13] suggested
that both cases could occur in different channel size ranges. Evidently, a mechanistic criterion that can eﬃcaciously determine the
transition phenomenon on the basis of the liquid and vapor ﬂow
hydrodynamics, as oppose to visualization and non-physical superﬁcial velocities or mass ﬂux/vapor quality, can resolve the current
shortcomings. Addressing this requires measurement of the actual
liquid and vapor velocities and the cross-section occupied by each
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area
Capillary number
diameter
channel height
heat transfer coeﬃcient
latent heat of vaporization
thermal conductivity
inlet mass ﬂux
heat ﬂux
Reynolds number
temperature
saturation temperature
temperature of Su8-liquid interface
wall superheat
time difference
time
velocity
channel width
vapor quality
thickness of SU8 layer

Greek Symbols
ρ
density
μ
dynamic viscosity
σ
surface tension
ε
cross-sectional void fraction
δ
liquid ﬁlm thickness
α
aspect ratio, W/H
τ
shear stress
Subscript
GS
LS
QS
T.Ph.
i
init
L
s
sub
v

Fig. 1. (A) A 2D schematic of the microﬂuidic device cross-section, (B) A detailed
view of the microﬂuidic chip along with the enlarged view of the test section
(pre-heater, crosswise sensor, longitudinal sensor, cavity, and pulsed function microheater are labeled), (C) Image of bubbles generated by the pulsed function microheater while ﬂowing through the microchannel.

superﬁcial gas
superﬁcial liquid
quasi-steady state
two phase
interface
initial
liquid
surface
subcooling
vapor

bles to annular ﬂow regime to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, drop
entrainment, wave bridging and wave-induced secondary ﬂows.
In this study, we utilize a recently developed measurement
technique [30] to map out the ﬂow thermohydraulics at the solidﬂuid interface to determine conditions at which transition occurs.
We performed experiments for ﬂow boiling of FC-72 in single
instrumented microchannels with the cross-sectional dimensions
300 × 75 μm2 , 300 × 150 μm2 , and 300 × 300 μm2 . In the
following sections, we ﬁrst describe the microchannels fabrication
procedure and experimental apparatus. Thereafter, the ﬂow regime
identiﬁcation based on the wall thermal ﬁeld is presented. The actual velocities of the liquid and vapor phases are then determined
and compared for microchannels with different aspect ratios. Finally, the results are compared with the previously developed ﬂow
regime maps and a new transition criterion based on the liquidvapor interfacial shear stress and liquid ﬁlm thickness is presented.

phase. Such information enables characterization of the ﬂuid dynamic phenomena responsible for transition from one regime to
another.
Theoretical studies [25,26] have also been conducted to develop
ﬂow regime maps based on dimensionless parameters (determined
based on superﬁcial velocities), attributing the transition to a competition between the surface tension and inertia forces. These studies suggest that transition from elongated bubbles to annular ﬂow
regime occurs when the inertia forces overcome the surface tension forces, which tend to maintain a smooth liquid-vapor interface. Taitel and Dukler [27] developed a theoretical model for ﬂow
regime transition in macrochannels. Their model was constructed
on the basis of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability theory [28], suggesting
that instabilities on the liquid-vapor interface grow into sweeping
patterns resulting in transition to the annular ﬂow regime. A set
of correlations between superﬁcial velocities of the liquid and gas
phases were introduced as a criterion for ﬂow regime transition.
Their model included the effect of channel size and ﬂuid properties
on the transition boundaries between different regimes. Ullman
et al. [29] extended the model of Taitel and Dukler [27] to ﬂow in
minichannels. They attributed the transition from elongated bub-

2. Experimental setup
2.1. Test device
The devices are microfabricated on a 500-μm-thick silicon (Si)
wafer with a 10-μm-thick SU8 polymer layer (Fig. 1A). A total of
50 resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) are microfabricated at
the Si–SU8 and SU8–ﬂuid interfaces (Fig. 1A) through deposition of
a 100-nm-thick platinum ﬁlm. The RTDs are oriented in the longitudinal and crosswise directions (Fig. 1B). These longitudinal and
crosswise sensors are 30 μm and 60 μm wide, respectively, and
are placed 15 μm apart from their neighboring sensors. To increase
the temperature measurement accuracy, the 4-wire conﬁguration
is utilized, i.e. each sensor has four connections (excitation ± and
2
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Fig. 2. (A) A schematic of the experimental setup, (B) An image of DAQ system, (C) Microﬂuidic chip wire bonded to a custom-made double-sided PCB (components are not
to scale).

readout ±). Microheaters fabricated on the Si surface maintain the
channel wall at desired temperatures. The chip is equipped with a
microfabricated pre-heater section to heat the working ﬂuid (FC72, 3MTM FluorinertTM ) to a desired temperature before arriving at
the test section (Fig. 1B).
Bubbles are generated at the beginning of the test section by
a pulsed function microheater (PFMH) fabricated on the SU8 ﬁlm
(Fig. 1B). To control the nucleation site, a 300 nm diameter dedicated cavity (Fig. 1B) is fabricated at the middle of the microheater
using a focused ion beam (FIB) milling machine. Three microchannels with cross-sections 300 × 300 μm2 , 150 × 300 μm2 , and
75 × 300 μm2 , corresponding to aspect ratios of α = 1, 2, and
4, respectively, are fabricated within a transparent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block and then bonded over the sensor array substrate (i.e., the microchannel bottom wall). Each microﬂuidic chip
was wire bonded to a custom-made, double-sided printed circuit
board (PCB). Fig. 1C shows a top view image of the 300 × 150
μm2 channel during a test. Further details about the test section
could be found in our earlier studies [30,31].

supplied to each sensor. The obtained V-T curves indicate a linear
variation and the sensitivity of the RTD sensors are found to be
0.22 mV.°C−1 . The data acquisition system has a maximum uncertainty of ±28 μV, at a gain of 100 with a resolution of 1 μV. Considering the sensitivity of the sensors and the voltage uncertainty,
the maximum error in temperature measurements is determined
to be ±0.15°C. In addition, the maximum uncertainty in the measurement of the SU8 ﬁlm thickness is ±0.01 μm. Self-heating of
the RTDs is determined to be negligible.
The temperature uncertainty propagates into the heat ﬂux data,
heat transfer coeﬃcient, and liquid ﬁlm thickness calculations. Uncertainty in the local heat ﬂux data can be calculated as follows:

δ q
q


=

δT

2

T



δ ( y )
+
y

2
(1)

where y is thickness of the SU8 layer. Similarly, the uncertainty
in two-phase heat transfer coeﬃcient is estimated as:

δ hT.Ph.

2.2. Test loop and data collection

hT.Ph.

The experimental setup used for two phase ﬂow visualizations
and measurements is depicted in Fig. 2. All RTD sensors connections are directed to a separate ribbon socket and routed to a data
acquisition (DAQ) system [31]. The temperature data are recorded
at 20 kHz frequency. All data collection, including the control for
the applied DC voltage of the PFMH, is performed using a LabVIEW
program. The thin ﬁlm heaters are also powered by the NI PXI-4110
DC power supply. A high-speed camera (FASTCAM SA4-Photron) is
synchronized with the DAQ to visualize the boiling process at a frequency of 10k frames/s. FC-72 is delivered to the microﬂuidic chip
by a piezoelectric micropump (Model MP6, manufactured by Bartels Mikrotechnik GmbH). Then, the desired surface temperature
and mass ﬂux are adjusted to generate different ﬂow regimes in
various channel aspect ratios. The system is then allowed to reach
steady state (in approximately 20 min) before data are recorded for
each test run. The sensors measure the Si-SU8 and SU8-ﬂuid interface temperatures. The temperature of the Si-SU8 interface remains
uniform due to the high thermal conductivity of Si. The local heat
ﬂux on the wall is then calculated using the difference in temperature of the two interfaces, i.e. q = T (kSU8 /δSU8 ).
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where T = T − Tsat . Uncertainty in the liquid ﬁlm thickness, δL is
approximated using the following equation:
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The maximum uncertainties in measurement of the heat ﬂux is
found to be ± 0.7 W/cm2 and uncertainty associated with the inlet
mass ﬂow rate is less than 1%.
3. Results and discussion
Tests were conducted on the three devices (with aspect ratios

α = 1, 2, and 4) over the mass ﬂux range of 70-300 kg/m2 s. Test
results and their analysis are provided below.
3.1. Regime identiﬁcation
Fig. 3 provides images/illustrations of elongated bubbles (EB)
(Fig. 3A), coalescing bubbles (CB) (Fig. 3B) and wavy-annular (WA)
(Fig. 3C) ﬂow regimes, for α = 2 microchnanel. The coalescing bubble regime represents the merger of consecutive accelerating elongated bubbles as a result of increasing the wall heat ﬂux beyond
that of the elongated bubble regime. Further increase in the wall
heat ﬂux often in conjunction with a rise in the mass ﬂux results in the wavy-annular ﬂow regime (Fig. 3C). Evidently, in the

2.3. Sensor calibration and uncertainty analysis
The RTD sensors are calibrated to obtain the voltage–
temperature (V-T) relationship of each sensor. The calibration tests
are conducted in a uniform temperature oven at a temperature
range of 40°C to 90°C. A constant excitation current of 100 μA is
3
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Fig. 3. Images and schematics of different ﬂow regimes for the channel with aspect ratio α = 2: (A) elongated bubbles, (B) coalescing bubbles, and (C) wavy-annular.

wavy-annular ﬂow regime, skewed waves appear at the liquidvapor interface differentiating it from the annular ﬂow regime with
a smooth liquid-vapor interface [14-19].
We further identify the ﬂow regimes by their distinctly different thermal signature on the microchannel wall. For this purpose,
for each ﬂow regime, the ﬂow pattern images are synchronized
with their corresponding temperature data. The wall temperature
data recorded by sensor S35 (marked by a yellow arrow), corresponding to different ﬂow regimes (as shown in Fig. 3) are provided in Fig. 4. In the elongated bubble regime, the bubble arrival
on the sensor triggers a drop in temperature due to the evaporation of a thin liquid ﬁlm over several milliseconds (a detailed discussion about these heat transfer events is available in our prior
study [30]). With due course of time, as the liquid ﬁlm underneath
the bubble is evaporated, the wall temperature starts rising and
peaks when the surface experiences dryout, i.e. a near zero heat
transfer coeﬃcient. Shortly after this event, the trailing edge of the
bubble arrives over the sensor triggering a quenching process, i.e.
a sudden cooling of a hot surface by a cooler liquid. This transient
event is associated with a drop in the surface temperature and rise
in heat ﬂux (details of this event are discussed in our prior studies
[32,33]).
The coalescing bubbles regime causes a surface temperature
variation as shown in Fig. 4B. In this regime, merger of the elongated bubbles eliminates the liquid slug and its associated transient conduction heat transfer effect. However, the overall surface
temperature change associated with each bubble remains similar
to that of the elongated bubble regime. The images of this ﬂow
regime, as shown in Fig. 3B, also suggest that both coalescing and
elongated bubbles have an identical liquid-vapor interface shape.
Further increase of mass and heat ﬂux results in a major transformation of the ﬂow regime, as it is evident from the ﬂow images
(Fig. 3C) and surface temperature variations (Fig. 4C). The surface
temperature data indicates that the liquid ﬁlm is moving along the
channel. The corrugated temperature pattern (cf. Fig. 4C) suggests
a periodic variation in the ﬁlm thickness over the sensor. The ﬁrst
temperature drop (at t = 4 ms) marks the onset of thin liquid ﬁlm
evaporation over the sensor. The minimum wall temperature that
occurs after this abrupt drop corresponds to the thinnest liquid
ﬁlm and the subsequent arrival of a thicker liquid ﬁlm results in
a drop in heat transfer coeﬃcient and a rise in temperature. This
process repeats itself in a sequence until the vapor slug with the

liquid ﬁlm surrounding it passes over the sensor and the surface
dries out.
To better understand the difference in the wall thermal signature of the elongated bubble and annular ﬂow regimes, the local
heat ﬂux for these regimes are determined. For each ﬂow regime,
the test conditions are selected such that the temperature at the
Si-SU8 interface is almost the same for all channels. The results
(Fig. 5) indicate that the maximum heat ﬂux for the wavy-annular
regime (Fig. 5B) is greater than that of the elongated bubbles
regime (Fig. 5A). This high heat ﬂux is associated with a higher
liquid ﬁlm evaporation rate and increased vapor velocity. The comparison shows a signiﬁcant difference between the heat ﬂux patterns in channels with different α :
1. The maximum surface heat ﬂux increases with increasing the
α , meaning that the liquid ﬁlm is the thinnest in α = 4 channel.
2. The duration of this event is shortest among all channels because a thin liquid ﬁlm evaporates in a shorter period of time.
In order to analyze the ﬂuid dynamics of the transition process,
we discuss measurement of the liquid ﬁlms thickness and velocity
in the following section.
3.2. Liquid ﬁlm thickness measurement
After the liquid ﬁlm is formed, its temperature rapidly changes
reaching a quasi-steady state. The initial temperature of the ﬁlm
is that of the liquid present on the wall before the liquid ﬁlm formation, and is assumed to be linear T(y) = Ts − q  δ (y)/k, as validated by Habibi Matin et al. [30]. The initial thickness of the liquid ﬁlm on the bottom wall can be determined using the surface
temperature and heat ﬂux data; δL = kF C−72 (Ts_QS − Tsat )/qQS +
 tinit 
(q (t )/ρ h f g )dt , where qQS and Ts_QS represent the quasi0
steady local heat ﬂux and quasi-steady surface temperature, respectively, and tinit is the time associated with the initial ﬁlm
reaching a quasi-steady temperature (details are discussed in
Habibi Matin et al. [30]). In essence, the ﬁrst term in the expression for δ corresponds to the thickness of the liquid ﬁlm after
reaching a quasi-steady temperature, while the second term accounts for the portion of the liquid ﬁlm evaporated before reaching
a quasi-steady temperature.
Comparison of the liquid ﬁlm thickness for different ﬂow
regimes with the temperature proﬁles represented in Fig. 4, are
4
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shown in Fig. 6. For the elongated bubbles, an initial liquid ﬁlm
forms on the wall and its thickness starts shrinking as it evaporates
to reach a minimum value. For the wavy-annular ﬂow, the ﬁlm is
thicker than that of the elongated bubble regime. The corrugated
pattern of the ﬁlm thickness conﬁrms that the sensor experiences
liquids of varying thicknesses with time such that the maximum
and minimum points on the graph correspond to the thickest and
thinnest ﬁlms around each vapor slug, as shown in Fig. 3C.
3.3. Liquid ﬁlm velocity measurement
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the approach used to obtain the velocities in the wavy-annular regime and then explain
how they were determined for the elongated bubble regime.
Fig. 7 shows temperature signatures of two neighboring sensors,
spaced 60 μm apart, in a wavy-annular ﬂow regime. Evidently,
there is a time lag between the temperature drops of the neighboring sensors in this regime. Since the temperature drop is due
to rewetting of the sensors, the time lag between the temperature
drops of the neighboring sensors suggests movement of the thin
ﬁlm along the wall. As shown in the inset of Fig. 7, before the vapor slugs and the liquid ﬁlm around them arrive at the sensor, the
surface of the sensor is almost dry, showing the highest temperature. Once the liquid arrives at the sensor, the temperature drops
abruptly. If the temperature drop at S1 occurs at time t1 and S2
records the temperature drop at t2 , the time required for the liquid ﬁlm to move between the two sensors is t = t2 -t1 . Therefore,
the velocity of the liquid ﬁlm is UL =x/t, with x being the distance between the two neighboring sensors. This approach allows
to determine the velocity of the liquid ﬁlm in the wavy-annular
regime. Since the ﬁlm is very thin, the velocity distribution within
the liquid phase is assumed to be linear. The velocity in the vapor
phase is assumed to be parabolic. No slip boundary condition is assumed at the liquid-vapor interface, i.e. velocity of the two phases
is the same. Since the thicknesses and velocity of the liquid ﬁlm
are known at any cross section, the vapor velocity can be related
to the velocity of the interface as:




μL (H − 2δL )
UV, max = 1 +
Ui
4μV δL

(4)

H, δ , μL and μV are the channel height, liquid ﬁlm thickness,
liquid viscosity, and vapor viscosity, respectively. It should be mentioned that since the velocity in the liquid ﬁlm is assumed to be
linear, the liquid ﬁlm velocity is half of the interfacial velocity.
In the elongated bubble regime, the bubble velocity is determined initially using the high-speed images. As the bubble moves,
consecutive images of the bubble’s tip are recorded at sequential
time intervals. The average tip velocity is then obtained using the
linear approximation of the spatial derivative. The velocity proﬁle
in the thin liquid ﬁlm (shown in the inset of Fig. 8), similar to the
annular ﬂow, is calculated assuming a parabolic vapor velocity proﬁle and a linear velocity proﬁle in the liquid ﬁlm.
Results obtained for the mean velocities of the liquid and vapor phases in the wavy-annular regime are provided in Fig. 8 at
different aspect ratios. The mass ﬂux used in the experiments are
250, 250 and 155 kg/m2 s for channels with aspect ratio 4, 2 and 1,
respectively. As can be seen, by increasing the aspect ratio of the
channel (i.e., decreasing channel height), velocities of both liquid
and vapor phases increase. For example, consider the case where
two channels of α = 2 and α = 4 have the same vapor mean velocity of UV =12 m/s. As we increase the aspect ratio, the ﬂow cross
sectional area and thus the vapor thickness reduces. But, since the
mean velocity is ﬁxed, the velocity gradient across the vapor phase
increases. This causes the liquid ﬁlm to move faster in the channel
with aspect ratio of α = 4 as compared to that of α = 2.

Fig. 4. Surface temperature for different ﬂow regimes in α = 2 channel: (A) elongated bubbles (m˙  = 70 kg/m2 s), (B) coalescing bubbles (m˙  = 70 kg/m2 s), and (C)
wavy-annular (m˙  = 250 kg/m2 s).

5
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Fig. 5. Local heat ﬂux distributions versus time for (A) elongated bubble regime and (B) annular ﬂow regime in three different microchannels with aspect ratios α = 1, 2, 4.

Fig. 7. Temperature data for two consecutive sensors for liquid ﬁlm velocity measurement (α = 4 at m˙  = 250kg/m2 s).
Fig. 6. Liquid ﬁlm thickness for elongated bubbles and wavy-annular regimes for
α = 2 microchannel.

ﬁlms on the wider and narrower walls of the channel, respectively. A body of ﬂuid dynamics literature concerning adiabatic
propagation of air in rectangular channels ﬁlled with a liquid provides valuable insight into the physics of the elongated bubble ﬂow
regime. Notably, in complementary numerical simulations, Hazel
and Heil [35] and De Lózar et al. [36] provide an in-depth analysis
of liquid ﬁlm thickness variations on different walls of rectangular
cross-section channels as a function of Ca.
A comparison between the liquid ﬁlm thickness in elongated
bubbles and annular regimes shows a remarkable increase in the
liquid ﬁlm thickness with substantial increase in the vapor velocity
and a different variation trend as a function of vapor velocity. Opposite to that of the elongated bubble regime, in the wavy-annular
regime, the ﬁlm thickness decreases with increasing the vapor velocity. These suggest a fundamentally different hydrodynamics and

Fig. 9 presents the liquid ﬁlm thickness as a function of the vapor velocity for both elongated bubble and wavy-annular regimes.
As can be seen, the liquid ﬁlm in the elongated bubble regime increases with increasing vapor velocity. This is consistent with the
existing Bretherton theory which states that the ﬁlm thickness is
proportional to Ca2/3 where Ca= μUV /σ [34].
The ﬁlm thickness is also a function of α . Increasing α from
1 to 4 results in a decrease in the ﬁlm thickness along the wider
wall of the channel. This is due to the fact that conﬁnement effect in a rectangular channel squeezes the bubble into a nonaxisymmetric cross-section shape while surface tension acts to restore the vapor–liquid interface into an axisymmetric shape. This
phenomena manifests in thinning and thickening of the liquid
6
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Fig. 9. Experimental liquid ﬁlm thickness versus vapor velocity for different ﬂow
regimes and different channel aspect ratio.

Fig. 8. Experimental liquid ﬁlm velocity versus vapor velocity in wavy-annular ﬂow
regime for different channel aspect ratios and mass ﬂuxes 155 kg/m2 s (α = 1), 250
kg/m2 s (α = 2) and 250 kg/m2 s (α = 4).

Fig. 11 further compares the experimental ﬁndings with the
existing maps introduced for air-liquid adiabatic ﬂows by Hassan
et al. [37] (Fig. 11A), Triplett et al. [3] (Fig. 11B) and Ullman and
Brauner [29] (Figs. C and D), respectively. Hassan et al. [37] map is
generated using the ﬂow of air-water in a channel with diameters
less than 1 mm. The intermittent ﬂow regime in this map refers
to the ﬂow of elongated bubbles. Triplett et al. [3] map is generated for the air-water adiabatic ﬂow in a circular channel (D = 1.08
mm). Ullman and Brauner [29] maps are generated for the hydraulic diameters DH = 120 μm (Fig. 11C) and 300 μm (Fig. 11D).
Our results mostly reside within the intermittent and semi-annular
regions and almost at the boundary of the annular ﬂow in regimes
maps shown in Figs. 11A and D.
Transition maps are also presented based on the vapor quality
and mass ﬂux [4,9,10,13–16]. To ﬁnd the vapor quality, we needed
to determine the void fraction, ε , which is the ratio of the cross
section occupied by the vapor phase to the channel cross section
(i.e. Av /A). Here the void fraction is calculated using the thicknesses of the liquid ﬁlms on the microchannel walls. Fig. 12 provides the values of ε versus vapor velocity for channels with different α in the wavy-annular ﬂow regime. The results suggest that
ε rises slightly with increase in vapor quality and is signiﬁcantly
higher in channels with lower α at a given vapor velocity. Substituting the void fraction in the equation x = m˙ V /m˙ = ρV UV ε /m˙  , the
vapor quality could be determined.
The assessment of experimental data relative to the boundaries
introduced in the literature between different regimes, from slug
(elongated bubble) to churn/annular ﬂow regime, is presented in
Fig. 13. The experimental results for α = 1 reside near the transition boundary proposed by Harirchian and Garimella [9] for a 400
μm × 400 μm cross-section channel. For α = 2 and 4, the results are located at the transition boundaries introduced by Ong
and Thome [13] and Harirchian and Garimella [9].
Beyond the comparisons made with regime maps, based on the
superﬁcial velocities or mass ﬂux and vapor quality as coordinates,
the data in hand enable further insights in terms of a mechanismbased transition criterion. As such, the interfacial shear stress and
liquid ﬁlm thickness are utilized as the abscissa and ordinate to
clearly demarcate the ﬂow patterns/regimes. Using these coordinates, a novel mechanism-based transition criterion to annular
ﬂow is presented in Fig. 14. Assuming linear velocity distribution

force balance within the ﬁlm. While the ﬁlm thickness in the elongated bubble regime is dictated by a balance between the viscous
and surface tension forces (i.e. Ca), it is the inertia forces that compete with the viscous forces in the wavy-annular ﬂow regime. We
later calculate the shear stress on the liquid-vapor interface in both
regimes showing that it is an order of magnitude higher in the
case of the wavy-annular ﬂow regime, enhancing interfacial instability while thinning the liquid ﬁlm thickness. The velocities at
which the transition occurs are 6.8, 8.25, and 9.1 m/s for α = 1,
2, and 4, respectively. Evidently, as the channel height increases
(i.e., α decreases), the transition occurs at lower vapor velocities,
consistent with Revellin and Thome [12] visualizations.
3.4. Flow regime maps
Before representing the new transition criterion, we compare
the present experimental results for wavy-annular regime with the
existing ﬂow regime maps based on superﬁcial liquid and vapor
(i.e. gas) velocities. For this purpose, we translate the actual velocities obtained experimentally to the superﬁcial velocities using the
following equations:

UGS = UV

AG
AL
, ULS = UL
A
A

(5)

where UGS , ULS , AG , and AL represent superﬁcial velocities of gas
and liquid phases and cross-sectional areas of the two phases, respectively. The cross-sectional areas of the phases are determined
using the liquid ﬁlm thickness.
Figs. 10A and B show the regime maps introduced by Revellin
and Thome [10] and Harirchian and Garimella [9], respectively, for
ﬂow boiling through microchannels. The working ﬂuid in Revellin
and Thome’s study is R-134a and tests are conducted in a 0.5 mm
diameter circular cross-section microchannel with 5°C inlet subcooling. The present experimental data for wavy-annular regime,
for all channel sizes, reside mostly on the semi-annular region and
its border with the annular regime on the regime map generated
by Revellin and Thome [10], and mostly on the churn/annular region and its transition boundary with slug ﬂow on Harirchian and
Garimella [9] regime map developed for ﬂow boiling of FC-77 in
rectangular cross-section microchannels.
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Fig. 10. Present experimental data superimposed on the regime maps generated by: (A) Revellin and Thome [10] for R-134a in a microchannel with diameter D = 0.5 mm
and (B) Harirchian and Garimella [9] for FC-77 and two rectangular microchannels with dimensions 100 × 400 μm2 and 250 × 400 μm2 .

Fig. 11. Present experimental data on regime transition map generated by: (A) Hassan et al. [37], (B) Triplett et al. [3] for air-water ﬂow in a circular microchannel with
diameter D = 1.079 mm, (C) Ullman and Brauner [29] for FC-72 and DH = 120 μm and (D) Ullman and Brauner [29] for FC-72 and DH = 300 μm.
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Fig. 12. Void fraction versus the mean vapor velocity in different aspect ratio channels in wavy-annular ﬂow regime.
Fig. 14. Interfacial shear stress versus liquid ﬁlm thickness for elongated bubbles
and wavy-annular regimes at different channel aspect ratios.

4. Conclusions
Transition from elongated bubbles to wavy-annular regime during ﬂow boiling of FC-72 in rectangular microchannels with different aspect ratios is studied. A recently developed measurement
technique [30] is utilized to distinguish three distinct ﬂow regimes
namely elongated bubble, coalescing bubbles and wavy-annular.
The transient wall temperature and heat ﬂux as well as the synchronized ﬂow images allowed us to determine the actual velocities and thicknesses of the liquid ﬁlm and vapor core. These
parameters are then utilized to calculate the cross-sectional void
fraction, vapor quality and superﬁcial velocities to compare the
present experimental results with existing ﬂow regime maps. Owing to the accurate determination of interfacial hydrodynamics,
the existing ﬂow regime maps based on superﬁcial coordinates
showed consistency with the present results. Further, it was observed that the transition to the wavy-annular ﬂow is associated
with the thickening of the liquid ﬁlm (by up to 300%) commensurate with a drastic increase in the vapor velocity. This drastic
change in the vapor velocity and consequently the interfacial shear
stress makes the interface unstable (wavy) leading to the transition from elongated bubble to wavy-annular regime. Transition to
annular ﬂow was observed at lower vapor velocities as the channel height was increased (i.e. aspect ratio decreased) , in agreement with the ﬁndings of Revellin and Thome [10]. A critical shear
stress at the vapor-liquid interface is proposed as a new criterion
for transition from elongated bubbles to wavy annular ﬂow regime.

Fig. 13. Present experimental data on slug-annular regime transition generated by:
Harirchian & Garimella [9], and Ong & Thome [13].
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